Identity and access management (IAM) has become one main challenge for companies over the last decade. Most of the medium-sized and large organizations operate standardized IAM infrastructures in order to comply with regulations and improve the level of IAM automation. A recent trend is the application of attribute-based access control (ABAC) for automatically assigning permissions to employees. The success of ABAC, however, heavily relies on the availability of high-quality attribute definitions and values. Up to now, no structured attribute quality management approach for IAM environments exists. Within this paper, we propose TAQM, a comprehensive approach building on a tool-supported structured process for measuring and improvement of IAM data quality. During the evaluation of three real-life use cases within large industrial companies we underline the applicability of TAQM for the identification and cleansing of attribute errors by IT and non-IT experts as well as the general introduction of quality management processes for IAM.
Introduction
In order to provide secure and compliant access to IT resources, centralized identity and access management (IAM) has become one of the main challenges for companies. The successful fulfillment of existing compliance requirements is one of the core drivers when implementing IAM infrastructures and processes.
While at the beginning only a small number of compliance standards and regulations had to be met (e.g. SOX [1] , Basel II, Basel III [2] ), nowadays, governments and organizations are more and more imposing compliance requirements that can only be governed by standardized IAM processes, guidelines, and technologies [3] . Furthermore, while initially only basic automation features were 10 relevant, benefits related to process acceleration by facilitating efficient IAM measures play an increasing role for modern companies [3] .
Today's IAM solutions already allow for a successful automation of most user administration workflows, offer dedicated functionality for security analyses, and at the same time deliver federation services and cloud-integration. 15 They mostly employ role-based access control (RBAC) [4] as their underlying access control model. RBAC allows for a reduction of complexity by bundling permissions and employees into roles [5] . However, at the same time this can lead to steadily increasing role numbers and role administration efforts. In order to overcome these limitations, recent research as well as practical implementa-20 tions are following the notion of attribute-based access control (ABAC) [6] . In contrast to RBAC, ABAC is more flexible and allows for the depiction of both, fine-granular and coarse-grained access rules [7] . ABAC checks the values of subjects', objects' or environmental attributes against pre-defined rules and allows or denies access based upon the fulfillment of these. Correctly maintained 25 attributes (such as employees' business functions) do not only simplify entitlement provisioning but also support the discovery of violations of the least privilege principle. IAM workflows such as on-/off-boarding/movers of employees are easier covered by policies based on attributes rather than using static roles. 30 The success of any ABAC implementation, however, heavily relies on the underlying processes for a structured management of attribute definitions and attribute values. This task has not been receiving much attention within the research community up to now. Only few authors have pointed out that successful attribute management is a mandatory requirement for dynamic systems 35 relying on attributes (e.g. [8] ). Erroneously assigned attribute values can lead to unwanted access, effectively representing security risks and ultimately allowing intentional or unintentional abuse by insiders. Research offers several general data quality frameworks. However, these approaches do not offer the guidelines nor the fine-grained implementation details needed (e.g. quality met-40 rics) for improving attribute quality in the context of IAM. They typically give high-level, non-IAM related guidance regarding the structure of quality improvement processes and do not provide specific recommendations or tool-support. At the same time, existing data quality metrics only provide generic support for attribute quality measurement and are not embedded into a process-oriented 45 attribute quality concept. None of the existing approaches, for instance, offers a consistent overview of existing attributes within the various application systems connected to a centralized IAM infrastructure. They do not provide information about which attributes are incorporated into access policies, which access policies should be re-engineered, and which attribute values need to be 50 investigated due to low data quality.
We argue, that due to the severe IT security risks imposed by low attribute quality, a structured and applicable approach to attribute quality management for IAM is needed. We thus introduce TAQM (Total Attribute Quality Management), a dedicated attribute quality improvement approach tailored to 55 the characteristics of IAM and attribute-ttribute-based access control in the remainder. In order to do so, we firstly introduce a generic, conceptual IAM model as the foundation of our research activities and to shape the scope of TAQM. Secondly, we analyze existing data quality management approaches regarding their suitability for IAM environments. Based on the results, we propose our 60 novel approach TAQM for assessing, maintaining, and improving IAM attribute quality (Section 4).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we outline our addressed problem and related work is provided. Section 3 describes our used research methodology as well as our contribution to the field. Afterwards, 65 we present the IAM model (Section 4) which supports in discovering evaluation criteria for the analysis of existing data quality management frameworks in Section 5. Consequently, a comparison and selection of those frameworks is carried out in the same chapter. After this step, our attribute management approach is presented in Section 6 by integrating core elements from the chosen qual-70 ity management frameworks with automation tools and procedures developed based on our IAM experience from industry projects. Within Section 7, the prototypical implementation of selected measures and optimization tools as part of the existing IAM analytics & cleansing platform Nexis Controle 1 together with a feasibility analysis within a real-world use case evaluation is provided. We 75 conclude with known limitations of our approach and provide an outlook for further research in Section 8.
Problem and Related Work
Extensive research considering IAM processes, IAM policies and their im-80 plementation, as well as the underlying access control models has been carried out in the past [9] . RBAC, for instance, has evolved as the de facto standard for managing the access of thousands of employees to IT resources in many companies [10] . Following this concept, permissions are bundled into roles which are subsequently assigned to employees. This reduces administrative efforts but at to model dynamic access management policies based on attribute values of entities like employees or permissions. Initial ABAC approaches were introduced by Priebe et al. [14] and Yuan et al. [15] . A more comprehensive view on ABAC has been given by Hu et al. [6] . Research already provides approaches 95 for initially developing or re-designing policies for IAM in a time-efficient and complexity-reducing manner (cf. [16, 3] ). However, ABAC models heavily rely on the completeness and correctness of the underlying attribute values used within those policies. Consequently, a structured approach for maintaining attribute data quality is needed by organizations utilizing ABAC. Consider the 100 following simple example 2 clarifying the addressed problem of attribute quality within ABAC environments: Table 1 deals with different data quality problems relevant for IAM. It shows an excerpt of identities within an IAM system having the attribute "location" (working place of the employee) and "cost center" (used for internal accounting).
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Consider an additional ABAC policy granting access to the relevant file storage if and only if the employees' "location" equals Munich. One can identify two typical data quality problems within the table, as one "location" is shortened to MUC for employee #2 while #3 is completely missing a "cost center". According to the existing ABAC policy this heavily restricts the access to relevant 110 resources for employee #2 as he does not fulfill the policy. Errors like these can for example arise if entries are inserted manually (e.g. by HR staff entering wrong identity information). Additionally such attribute data often does not get revised as it is seen as an unnecessary or too extensive task leading to a declining attribute quality. Thus ABAC can not be applied efficiently and iden-115 tities are hindered in executing their work or circumvent such policies through direct assignment of permissions which can negatively affect security. In order to solve such problems this paper applies an attribute data quality management approach specifically tailored to existing IAM requirements. Over the last decades, a large body of work has been conducted in the field 120 of quality management in general. Various notions of quality can be differentiated, e.g. quality management in general, data quality management, and attribute quality management [17, 18] . General quality management focuses on the quality of physical products while data quality management is specifically dealing with managing the quality of structured data [19] . Additionally, within the research community the term information quality management is used for bundling activities related to the quality management of unstructured data [19] . However, as IAM in general handles structured data (e.g. employees and their master data, permission master data and assignments), information quality is of minor importance for our research.
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Especially within the field of general quality management, extensive research has been published [20, 21] . Pioneering in the area of total quality management, Deming laid the foundation for modern quality management [17] . The defined principles are still incorporated into several quality management systems like the Baldrige Performance Excellence Program 3 . In addition, other approaches 135 like lean management or six sigma were introduced [22, 23] . They added further dimensions to Deming's total quality management. However, none of these approaches provides a comprehensive integration of the notion of data quality [18] . As a result, dedicated data quality approaches try to cover these aspects by focusing on digital data quality. Batini et al. provide a comprehensive 140 overview of existing data quality approaches [19] which provides the baseline for our overview of approaches in Section 5. Beside the existing data quality frameworks, researchers also have dealt with various data quality metrics over the last years. Using statistical or mathematical concepts, the quality of information and data sets can, for instance, be determined and compared [24] .
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There is a set of metrics defined for quantitative measurement of data quality. Examples would be metrics for consistency or timeliness [25, 26, 24] or techniques for detecting duplicate data entries [27] . They are also partly considered in the data quality frameworks mentioned above. Of course there exist many more different metrics yet we just wanted to give a hint on this topic.
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However, attribute quality management has not been researched in the past to a sufficient extent. A recent identification of areas of research within ABAC does not even list attribute quality management as an individual category [28] . Other authors are aware that data quality is connected with attributes within IAM but do not provide any valid solutions [29, 30] . None of the provided ap-155 proaches satisfies the requirements of IAM environments: While quality metrics rather aim at providing isolated mathematical means instead of dealing with structured data quality management processes, existing quality management or ABAC approaches fail to provide concepts for the evaluation, strategic management, and optimization of attribute definitions and attribute values. Con-160 sequently, organizations are missing a comprehensive approach for measuring, maintaining, as well as improving their IAM attribute quality.
In the following we aim at closing this research gap by defining a general attribute quality management approach for IAM environments. It does not only provide a generic high-level methodology but also integrates specific metrics for 165 attribute quality handling. By doing so, it satisfies the demand for providing metrics suitable for attribute quality evaluation within ABAC while at the same time offering an integrated process-oriented approach that can be applied to large-scale IAM scenarios.
Methodology
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The underlying research methodology is displayed in Figure 1 and based on the principles of Hevner et al. [31] . Our facilitated knowledge base covers the foundations and methodologies from the two fields of IAM and data quality management. Business needs for increasing attribute quality within IAM systems are the baseline for our environment. On this basis we design a novel 175 approach for evaluating, maintaining, and optimizing IAM attribute quality. We experimentally evaluate a prototype implementation of our solution consequently. In order to achieve our research goals (RG), we firstly derive a generic conceptual IAM model (1) based on existing literature as well as project experience in 180 order to get a comprehensive picture of IAM-relevant entities. The IAM model (RG 1) serves as input for establishing specific IAM quality requirements which can be used for the evaluation and comparison of existing data quality management approaches (2) regarding their suitability for IAM environments. The results (RG 2) then are inspected in detail and complemented with IAM-specific 185 requirements, measures and optimization efforts (3) . By combining elements of the approaches and specific requirements of our IAM model we generate a novel IAM attribute quality approach and a prototypical implementation (Main RG) which in turn is evaluated using real world data in order to demonstrate its feasibility and effectiveness (4). 
Conceptual IAM Model
In the following, we compose a basic IAM model including all main entities relevant within the context of IAM. Note that in this paper, the term entity refers to any object whose attributes or master data are managed or used by an IAM system. The proposed model represents a minimal approach of mandatory elements integrated in modern ABAC-based IAM environments and thus acts as the foundation of our novel IAM data quality management approach. Additionally, it represents the scope that needs to be addressed by the new approach. In order to come up with such a conceptual IAM model, we investigated the most relevant IAM standards and technologies: LDAP [32] , SAML/Shibboleth
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[33], OAuth [34] , SPML [35] and XACML [36] (for an overview cf. [37] ). In order to reflect its practical relevance, SCIM [38] , a relatively new industry standard already adopted by existing IAM products, was additionally included (even though it has not been listed in the aforementioned survey). For each standard, we extracted the covered entities relevant for IAM environments to-205 gether with their mutual relationships and listed them in Table 2 within the third column. During a manual pre-selection process, standards which do not include any entities relevant for a comprehensive conceptual IAM model due to a different application focus (i.e. WS-Federation, CoSign, OZ, CAS, OIDC and Kerberos) have been excluded from further analyses. Kerberos, e.g., focuses 210 on a client-server communication protocol rather than describing IAM entities. Furthermore some of these excluded standards are based on other standards (e.g. OIDC is based on OAuth) and would only include already identified IAM entities. In addition, several sub-models of standards like RBAC have been developed. They introduce additional concepts such as task-inclusion [39] or 215 dedication to an organizational-structure [40] into the original RBAC model [9] . However, the goal of our conceptual model is to present the basic entities relevant for IAM in order to act as starting point for general quality management criteria -and not to act as generic model covering each IAM application scenario.
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Based on all the input within Table 2 we crafted a more generalized model with the help of "derived IAM entities" and defined mandatory (digital identity, account, permission) and optional (role, policy, context, attribute) entities (cf. Figure 2 for the overall model). We made the transition from relevant entities to derived IAM Entities by listing all named entities. We then grouped the 225 entities according to the following elements based on the respective standard description and our experience in IAM. For instance, LDAP speaks of persons and organizational persons. We therefore created the entity "(Digital) Identity" and matched it with the LDAP-specific terms and continued this for all standards:
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(Digital) Identity. In organization-wide IAM scenarios, digital identities are the representation of human users, e.g. within the personnel management system (cf. [41, 42] ). Some organizations operate multi-identity models in which one real-world employee is represented by several digital identities (sub-identities). an account represents the entity with which an employee logs on to a specific application system (e.g. LDAP Directory, SAP, etc.).
Account
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Permission. Accounts are typically assigned to permissions in order to grant access to certain IT resources. A permission is considered as any access right within a specific application system, irrespective of its granularity. It consists of an authorization statement and an object this authorization is granted for (e.g. following the original RBAC model [4] ) and can be hierarchically aligned. For 245 instance, a file share "Marketing Campaign 2018" can be typically accessed via read, modify or update rights. In this case, "Marketing Campaign 2018 -read" is an example for a permission. This permission can optionally be nested into another more generic permission "All Marketing Campaigns -read". fines the concept of roles, which are interpreted as business roles in the IAM environment. Business Roles are used to bundle permissions from target systems (e.g. SAP roles, Microsoft Active Directory groups, or mainframe profiles) into a business-relevant object (e.g. business function of an employee). In contrast to permissions, they are typically instantiated within IAM systems in order to 255 allow an system-independent view on a meta-level.
Policy. A policy represents a rule or a set of rules that defines whether a role or permission is assigned to an account or identity. This follows the definitions known from ABAC, SPML and XACML.
Context. Context represents the relevant scenario a policy can be part of. In 260 terms of ABAC, for instance, environmental conditions such as the time zone or geologic location during a log-in represent a certain context.
Attribute. Attributes represent the meta-data related to accounts, identities, roles, policies, and permissions and are in turn assigned to a specific context. SCIM, XACML, and ABAC are, for instance, heavily depending on attributes.
265 Table 3 shows typical examples of attributes for the entities defined in our model. Note that companies usually define additional custom attributes to fit their needs. as an important requirement for the approach and is used as evaluation criterion for the existing data quality management approaches in Section 5. Finally we ensure that the underlying data model of our approach is correct and includes all relevant objects used in relevant IAM standards.
Selection & Evaluation of Data Quality Management Approaches
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In the following we investigate existing data quality management approaches in respect to their suitability to serve as foundation for structured IAM quality management. The evaluation is then executed on the basis of criteria derived from both, our IAM data model from Section 4 and general IAM conditions.
Selection of Data Quality Management Approaches
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During a first step, we collocate a list of potentially suitable approaches known from literature. Batini and Scannapieco provide a comprehensive overview of traditional approaches for data quality management [19] . Note, that two approaches mentioned in their publication were excluded of our analysis: CIHI is an approach [43] purely focusing on administrative databases within the Cana-290 dian health care sector. Similarly, ISTAT [44] is solely used for Italian public administrations and the improvement of address data of citizens and businesses. Due to their specific application scenario, both approaches are not suitable for our purpose. Furthermore, we extended the list of [19] with QIAM, to the best of our knowledge, the only approach specifically focusing on data quality 295 within IAM so far [45] . The full list of investigated data quality management approaches can be found in table 4. 
Description of Data Quality Management Approaches
In the following the aforementioned approaches are briefly introduced. AIMQ introduces a questionnaire to collect and analyze data. Based on these results, 300 activities for improvement are identified. Within AMEQ an activity-based approach is used to measure data quality for mechanical products. CDQ consists of a comprehensive data quality framework based on business processes. Within this approach, the effects of low data quality on business processes are analyzed. COLDQ investigates the cost of low data quality for organizations by means of 305 a scorecard based approach. DaQuinCIS focuses on cooperative information systems with an e-government context. Their D 2 Q model is used to define data sets and quality properties. The DQA framework focuses on the identification and comparison of subjective perceptions of individuals and objective measurements of data quality. Based on this, differences regarding the quality can be 310 deduced resulting in tasks for improvement. The DWQ approach is one of the first methods related to data quality management. It is centered around data quality for data warehouses and leverages queries to determine the quality of a data warehouse. On the contrary IQM concentrates on web-specific data quality. This approach combines different existing tools for websites to determine the 315 data quality. QAFD is used as a framework for data quality regarding financial data. It introduces initial quality measures for financial application scenarios. QIAM is the first approach to introduce structured data quality management in IAM. However, it is specifically focused on data quality for role-based access control systems, essentially limiting its view and applicability in ABAC environ-320 ments. The TDQM approach is the first comprehensive data quality framework to be introduced. It is based on a process-driven cycle analogously to the Total Quality Management by [17] . Another generic data quality framework is represented by TIQM. In addition to commonly used processes within data quality management, TIQM establishes a specific process for culture transformation. 
Definition of Comparison Criteria
Within this and the following sections the previously introduced quality management approaches are compared regarding their applicability in IAM environments (see Table 6 ).
Our evaluation is based on criteria specifically relevant within attribute-330 based IAM environments. These criteria can be understood as IAM-specific requirements for attribute quality and have been derived from both, research publications and experience from various real-life IAM projects as well as from our IAM data model (cf. Section 4). Note that our goal was not to define an exhaustive list of criteria, but rather to come up with a selection of require-335 ments of major importance for IAM. We argue that only quality management approaches that cover those basics are suitable for application. Table 5 lists the selected comparison criteria, followed by a short description and discussion.
Focus on Attribute Quality. Approaches suitable for IAM environments need to be centered around data quality and its improvement. Several existing ap-340 proaches only deal with the flow of information and do not explicitly focus on the quality of (data) attributes (e.g. [49] ). This, however, is a core requirement within data-driven IAM environments in which attributes are critical for the interpretation of attribute-based access policies (e.g. correctness of employee attributes or entitlement attributes).
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Governance. Governance is of high importance in today's IAM infrastructures for organizing and structuring an IAM's performance. Therefore, a data quality approach for IAM needs to be capable of integrating organizational responsibilities and tasks during quality measurement and improvement. For instance, actions regarding quality management need to be audited in a secure manner
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(e.g. who decided which employee was assigned to a certain attribute value). IAM Completeness. Existing approaches typically cover general data quality requirements or data quality dimensions [18, 46] . In respect to IAM, they need to be able to cover all entities and relationships included within the previously presented conceptual IAM model. The entities should either be explicitly men-380 tioned or the approach should at least be flexible enough to consider all entities.
The same holds for all relationships between the entities (e.g. the binding of attributes to permissions). As the introduced conceptual IAM model represents a minimal approach of mandatory elements, we argue an existing approach needs to be capable to deal with those entities in order to be suitable for structured 385 long-term quality management.
Evaluation Summary
In order to evaluate the presented attribute quality management approaches we applied a Likert Scale from 0 to 4 points (equally from to ) [60] . For each criterion we rated the approaches relatively to each other and selected 390 the top-rated three approaches (i.e. the top quartile) for further usage during our research. The final analysis is displayed in Table 6 with the top quartile approaches marked in green. They are selected to act as baseline for our new quality management approach presented in the following section. Approach are rated quite well on average, IAM-specific requirements (e.g. Governance or IAM Content) are not addressed sufficiently.
The results reveal three existing approaches with a similar performance, dominating the other quality management approaches: TDQM, TIQM (each 17 points), and QIAM (16 points). Therefore we did not decide to take only one approach and improve it with attribute quality techniques as we did not want to resign the benefits of the other two well rated approaches. However, none of those approaches cover all IAM-related requirements to a sufficient extent. QIAM representing an IAM related approach for example lacks the focus on attribute quality as it was mainly developed for a role based environment (e.g.
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for SAP roles). Furthermore it does not offer an existing toolset of metrics like other approaches do. Regarding TDQM and TIQM it is exactly vice versa as they lack sufficient IAM content and granularity.
The TAQM Approach
The comparison and evaluation of existing frameworks above has shown 410 the inability to cover core requirements needed for structured attribute quality management in IAM (cf. Section 5). To overcome this gap we present TAQM (Total Attribute Quality Management), a novel attribute quality management approach for IAM environments (see Figure 3) . Its main characteristics are:
• Cyclic execution in order to cope with the dynamic nature of IAM data
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• (Semi-)automated tool support (e.g. during discovery of attribute errors)
• Integration of human experts to foster existing organizational knowledge
• Data-centricity that focuses on correctness of data in order to support the improvement of quality management and policies
• High-level structure and low-level guidelines for a fast and easy deployment 420 TAQM is aiming at supporting both, the technical and organizational nature of IAM. It follows the core concepts for IAM data quality presented by Fuchs and Pernul (QIAM, [45] ) as well as those of the TDQM and TIQM frameworks by Wang et al. [18] and English et al. [55] . Following Wang et al.'s well-respected method of defining, measuring, analyzing, and improving 425 quality, TAQM incorporates four cyclic phases (see Table 7 ). Additionally, it employs the process orientation known from TIQM in order to structure each execution phase and introduce automation support. Furthermore, we complement TAQM with IAM-specific activities and supportive automation tools in order to increase adaptability. Each of its four main phases thus provides low-430 level implementation guidance in order to overcome the limitations of already existing purely high-level approaches.
Note that the automation techniques presented are not exhaustive and might be extended in future work. However, we argue that they already cover the basic required tasks and thus present a valid baseline for TAQM implementation. The 435 evaluation in Section 7 underlines this assumption in real-life scenarios. Figure 4) . For instance, attributebased access policies often rely on employees' attributes such as the employee 440 type or work location while permissions usually carry ownership or information like their risk-rating. In order to allow for an efficient selection process, TAQM suggests the following automation tools during Phase I:
• Central attribute storage based on the proposed conceptual IAM model(cf. Figure 2 )
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• Attribute browsing and selection interface
• Attribute filling level analysis
• Manual attribute grouping functionality First of all, relevant attributes need to be loaded into a centralized attribute storage (cf. Section 4). This storage is responsible for handling the connec-450 tion between entities and their attributes and acts as basis for data analysis measures. Note that existing IAM systems already offer a centralized database for managing the execution of operational IAM processes like the onboarding or offboarding of employees. They, however, lack the functionality of structured attribute management including data browsing, analysis, and dedicated 455 attribute-related processes. We thus argue existing IAM implementations need to be extended with a dedicated centralized attribute storage for this purpose. To overcome this problem the attribute storage can be used as the master system regarding all attributes while IAM systems just need to manage the attribute values accordingly (e.g. the attribute storage defines a certain range of valid values. This range could be queried by the IAM system and the values can be saved respectively). Additionally traditional IAM databases can not be changed so easily compared to a dedicated and separated attribute storage. We recommend to design this storage based on our proposed conceptual IAM model (cf. Figure 2) . The model provides a consistent foundation for executing the steps 465 of TAQM and contains the required entities and relations. From a technical point of view it ensures that the proposed visualizations and algorithms can be implemented and executed. Furthermore people applying TAQM should be familiar with the model, as it is based on various IAM standards. Therefore visualizations (grouping, aggregation, etc.) based on the model are easy to un-470 derstand for human experts. This is especially important as experts have to make various decisions based on such visualizations while executing the steps of TAQM.
Secondly, data browsing interfaces are required to improve the attribute analysis and selection process by human experts. In real-life implementations 475 with a high number of attribute definitions and values combined with several thousand instances (e.g. employees or permissions) such support is mandatory. The data browser should further be enriched with automated attribute filling level analyses (following the metric published by [61] ) in order to detect major syntactic attribute quality issues like NULL-values. In many scenarios, empty 480 attribute values are unwanted and hint at potential process flaws which prevent access control policies from correct interpretation. For extended discussions on such NULL-values and their handling, see Heinrich et. al [61] . Thirdly, data grouping functionality is required to support human experts when analyzing the distribution of attribute values and gain insight about pos-485 sible source data quality issues (see [62] ). It reveals syntactic data errors (i.e. typos, inconsistencies etc.) and allows for a semantic analysis of attribute value distributions. Our experience in practical projects revealed that many organizations are not aware of current attribute definitions and used attribute values. This typically stems from a long history of decentralized attribute management 490 processes carried out for systems individually. Figure 5 visualizes a single-view (a) and grouped-view (b) example of employees' work location which could be integrated in a supportive tool for TAQM execution.
Finally, the centralized attribute storage should offer a graphical attribute selection interface. According to Wang et al. this supports human experts choosing the desired set of attributes relevant for further improvement [18] . During the first execution cycle of TAQM, we recommend to only select a basic set of the most important attributes. These attributes can subsequently be evaluated by applying different constraints like a maximum number of characters for a string attribute. As IAM is heavily relying on organizational anchoring
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[41], we argue that an ownership concept for IAM entities should be introduced within this phase (similarly to role owners as shown in [10] ). An attribute owner acts as the primary contact person for an attribute and its values and is responsible for its maintenance. A similar definition can be also found in [18] .
Attribute Quality Assessment
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After attribute selection, an initial semi-automated assessment of the current attribute quality needs to take place in order to foster later human analysis during Phase III (depicted in Figure 6 ). The output are possible anomalies included within the analysis results. Note that TAQM also allows for a subjective manual quality estimation by attribute owners or responsible staff. Using 510 this method known from [51] allows us to identify deviations from subjective and objective perceptions of attribute quality. However, in general, assessment automation typically is required in IAM scenarios with a very large number of attribute values and assignments. As general data quality metrics already were specific attribute assessment procedures in the following. In contrast to TDQM [18] , for instance, we work with a predefined but yet extensible set of quality metrics specifically suited for IAM data. We rely on core concepts known from the field of role development [63] , where clustering of employees according to access data is executed in order to identify suitable role candidates. However, 520 in contrast to the limited role-oriented view in [63] , we allow for the automated analysis of any conceptual IAM model entity. Attribute Quality Assessment is executed throughout three steps:
• Data grouping
• Data validity check
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• Assessment execution At first relevant data is grouped and correlation matrices are generated. These matrices are in turn validated for their applicability before a data quality assessment can take place.
Data Grouping. Firstly, all relevant entities are statistically grouped based on 530 attribute values using two-dimensional matrices. The underlying assumption is that certain entity attribute values typically are well-managed due to their company relevance (e.g. "cost center" assignments of employees). Starting from such high-quality attributes, the highlighting of quality issues for other attributes can take place. Table 8 shows a practical example in which the number 535 within each cell represents the number of employees having the same attribute values for both attributes. Imagine a "location" attribute of employees which has not been managed in a structured manner and data errors are expected. Following the example, employees might be grouped according to their "cost center" attribute which in turn is related to a second attribute dimension (e.g.
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the "location" attribute). Note that also missing attribute values can be handled, by collecting those NULL-values in a special group (see Figure 5 ). During the later assessment, outlier detection mechanisms can then highlight potential classification techniques known from [63] .
Data Validity Check. After two-dimensional matrices for all relevant entities and their attributes have been created, their suitability for further analysis has to be confirmed. Two main issues limit the meaningfulness of a given matrix: i) Similar distribution of attribute values and ii) too few group memberships. In case of small groups (e.g. only two employees are assigned to a certain location; see location B in Table 8 row 2), further outlier analysis does not make sense.
The same holds in case the attribute value distribution is not meaningful for a certain row or column in the matrix. Imagine the "Cost Center 1" consisting of 100 employees which all are assigned to different locations to the same extent.
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As a result, outlier detection is not able to determine a predominant location for this Cost Center. In order to automate the validity check, we apply thresholdbased ratings related to group size and group distribution of each matrix row and column in order to define whether it is used during the subsequent assessment execution. More precisely, we validate if 50% of the most frequent attribute 560 values cover 80% of the entities. Note that those thresholds can be configured according to the given scenario.
Assessment Execution. In the final assessment phase, TAQM identifies outliers and potential data quality issues. One automation technique, for instance, highlights all entities with attribute values in groups, where the overall distribution 565 of the value is below a certain threshold (e.g. 5%). Following our previous example, Cost Center 1 consists of 100 employees out of which 98 are assigned to the location "A" while only two employees are assigned to "B" and none to "C". Those two outliers could hint at suspicious attribute values (e.g. an employee has a wrong location attribute). Contrarily, "Cost Center 2" would 570 not indicate any anomalies. Similarly, imagine a number of financial-related permissions within a SAP system. A matrix calculated based on classification techniques reveals the various departments those permissions are used in. Based on that, it might be revealed that employees in the "Cost Center 2" department are wrongly assigned to those finance permissions.
Attribute Quality Inspection
After the assessment execution, the identified analysis results (containing possible quality issues) need to be reviewed by human experts in order to decide if they indeed represent attribute quality errors or false positive alerts (see Figure  7) . This can be cumbersome as a potentially high number of attribute analyses 580 (each built on a different similarity matrix) needs to be conducted. Typically, organizations attach a variety of different attributes to each managed entity within their IAM system. A large number of outliers detected within the numerous matrices might be the result. We hence argue that tool support is required for verification of outliers and suggest two techniques in order to 585 achieve this:
• Visualizing coloured outlier matrices:
Each of the matrices that resulted in suspicious attribute values can be visualized in a human-understandable form using outlier colouring. For example, orange or red highlighting (depending on the confidentiality level 590 for a certain outlier), might hint at high-likely errors within the source data while green colouring shows standard attribute values. Group sizes and confidentiality ranges can further support human interpretation.
• An interactive grid visualization: Grid-based visualization techniques are able to display employee permis-595 sion assignments within a two-dimensional matrix (cf. Figure 11 ). They have mainly been used for role development so far [64] . However, by highlighting specific attribute values of any entity, they allow for a contextual result analysis by offering data grouping, data coloring, or data filtering. For instance, grouping algorithms might discover results for a departmen-600 tal head that has a single attribute value no one else is assigned to in his department. While this attribute value assignment might be conspicuous in terms of outlier detection, an interactive grid visualization can easily allow a human expert to identify this identity as departmental head (e.g. by displaying the department attribute of every identity).
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Note that in comparison to TDQM [18] , we allow a loop-back to Phase II at this stage. This enables an expert to quickly re-adjust data quality assessment mechanisms in case the outlier detection mechanisms have not been configured appropriately (e.g. include less attribute dimensions, change threshold values, or ask attribute owners to provide further semantic information about attribute values).
Attribute Optimization
After the identification of potential attribute quality problems and a first result validation by a human expert, the last phase of TAQM serves three main goals: On the one hand, it aims at cleansing identified errors (cf. Figure 8) . On 615 the other hand, it suggests the introduction of data quality standards as well as the set-up of strategic measures to maintain these quality standards. Imagine a company where applications' user accounts have not been mapped to existing identities, i.e. employee master data from the HR system. During a first data cleansing cycle, automated analyses can identify which user account belongs to which employee based on attribute correlation regarding the differ-625 ent accounts, their assigned permissions, and the employee master data. After mappings have been automatically proposed (a user account with finance permissions in an SAP system could, for instance, be mapped to an employee within the finance department) and a human expert reviewed the results, a second execution cycle of TAQM might lead to further outliers which could not have been 630 detected without this initial identity mapping (e.g. the attribute data of the user account is erroneous or the assigned permissions contain risks violating the principle of the least privilege).
Data Quality Standards. Regarding the establishment of and adherence to data quality standards, the knowledge of human experts can be fostered in order to 635 gather semantic knowledge about the data. They can identify whether potential errors have technical or organizational reasons and make recommendations for data quality standards. Manually and decentralized attribute management, for instance, is very likely subject to a higher error rate than automatically derived attributes by a centralized department. As a result, not only the one-time clean-up of data errors, but a change in organizational or technical processes is required. In case organizational errors are the reason for user account attribute issues, for instance, an IAM manager might define improved attribute management processes which include the definition of minimum data quality standards such as to prohibit NULL-values for IAM-relevant attributes.
Data Quality Maintenance. Besides such organizational change, technical measures can support the strategic maintenance of data attribute quality. Structured data reviews by attribute owners, departmental managers, or permission and role owners might be introduced. In the field of IAM, this typically is referred to as data re-certification and covers the human inspection of attribute 650 values and assignments between entities from the conceptual IAM model. However, full data re-certification of attribute values as well as authorization assignments typically results in a significant organizational effort and thus costs. In order to minimize both, we propose a risk-based review of entities. For attributes with a large number of detected errors and a high impact on access 655 policies, on the one hand, a full review might be reasonable. On the other hand, uncritical attributes or assignments might only partially be reviewed. Only suspicious data values might require periodic human evaluation in this case.
After completion of Phase IV the cycle restarts in Phase I. The now cleansed attributes together with previously gathered re-certification decisions can serve 660 as an input for further optimizing other attributes or re-evaluating the quality improvement. Note, that TAQM by design allows for an on-demand parallel execution. Consider an organization that already cleansed a number of personnel master data attributes but is now forced by regulations to connect all locally-managed IT applications to their IAM system. Before this can take 665 place, a comprehensive cleansing should be executed for all attributes that later might be included in attribute-based access policies. At the same time, another TAQM cycle might re-evaluate the previously cleansed personnel master data attributes in parallel. Even more, both execution cycles might involve different experts or be managed by different staff within the organization. 
Fulfillment of Evaluation Criteria by TAQM Approach
After we outlined the main features of TAQM, the following section discusses them with respect to the previously introduced requirements (cf. Section 5 for data quality management approaches for IAM environments).
Focus on Attribute Quality. We purely focus on attribute quality (i.e. data 675 quality of IAM attributes) as this is the foundation for IAM based on ABAC. However, one can argue that the TAQM approach could benefit from an integration of information flow components. We see this as a possible extension whereas we want to answer the initial question of how attributes for an IAM using ABAC can be improved.
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Governance. Governance is a key element within IAM but it is not really integrated into data quality management approaches so far. Thus we strongly tie tasks and responsibilities within our approach to the organization and its individuals. The concept of defining attribute owners and to delegate tasks based on structured re-certification processes (cf. Phase IV of our approach), supports the requirement of governed processes.
Iterative Approach:. TAQM is a cyclic approach, consisting of four different phases which are applied subsequently (including a possible quality assessment loop). By design, it fosters the iterative attribute quality refinement and thereby reflects the fact of IAM being an ongoing process with changing environmen-690 tal conditions. Carve-ins or carve-outs of companies, movers (i.e. employees changing their position within the organization), or newly introduced IT systems result in a highly dynamic nature of attributes.
Granularity. Most of the existing data quality management approaches fail to deliver fine-grained guidance of how to improve data quality. TAQM does not 695 only consist of a generic high-level phase model but also offers low-level automation metrics and data analysis tools for improving attribute quality within IAM. The previously introduced metrics and analysis techniques present a basic tool set that can be further complemented with individualized implementations.
IAM Content. TAQM is, to the best of our knowledge, the first comprehensive 700 approach to manage attribute quality within an IAM environment and to deal with its specific characteristics. In order to achieve this, we combined existing data quality management approaches with IAM-specific requirements and included all relevant entities based on a structured data model. Additionally, TAQM focuses on the functionalities of IAM that are affected by poor attribute 705 quality such as access regulating attributes.
IAM Completeness. The initially proposed conceptual IAM model serves as the baseline for the TAQM. While TAQM aims at increasing the IAM attribute quality in general, all available IAM entities are fully integrated. Attributes for all relevant and selected entities can be investigated and improved. 
Applying TAQM
In the following, we evaluate our novel approach according to the design science research evaluation framework of [65] . We build our efforts on a naturalistic ex-post evaluation for rating the effectiveness of our socio-technical artifact using organizational access from our IAM project experience. We describe the 715 application of TAQM throughout three real-life use cases from different companies. The required input datasets have been extracted from the companies' IAM systems and contain employee master data, organizational structure, user accounts, and entitlements from IT applications together with various attributes for all entities (see Table 9 ). The data was imported into a tool prototype au-720 tomating the correlation analyses, data review process, as well as data cleansing during TAQM Phase II, III, and IV. Note that the central attribute storage of the prototype as well as most visualizations (e.g. Figure 11 ) for the experts are based on the proposed conceptual IAM model (cf. Figure 2 prehensibility for the human experts. We facilitated the data analysis platform Nexis Controle provided by Nexis GmbH 4 , a German IAM company and integrated our TAQM prototype functionality. Extending an existing software allowed us to facilitate available data import as well as workflow functionality (e.g. used during the review of identified outliers).
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Note that the use cases for company 1 and 2 focus on the application of the first three TAQM phases (Attribute Selection, Quality Assessment, and Quality Inspection) as both companies executed a first TAQM cycle covering those phases in the year 2017. They are planning to execute phase IV subsequently. Use case 3 demonstrates the applicability of TAQM within an industrial com-735 pany which is currently in the process entering Phase IV of our approach.
FactComp
The first use case covers a globally-operating manufacturing company with more than 12.000 internal and 4.000 external employees managed using a centralized IAM system which is connected to the main IT applications (Active 740 Directory, SAP ERP, SAP HCM, amongst others). The company is currently improving security and user management efficiency by modeling attribute-based access rules in order to automate joiner, mover, and leaver processes. TAQM was employed to execute an initial attribute quality assessment for employee attributes which later are included in access management policies (e.g. every 745 employee in the IT department is assigned to certain privileges automatically based on the "Department" attribute value).
Phase I. : At first, we imported the available HR master data together with user account and permission data stemming from the company-wide SAP ERP system (see dataset # 1 in Table 9 ). In total we received eight attributes out 750 of which four were attached to the employee entity (employee group, managerial responsibility, employee type, and IT domain) and four to the permission objects. We were asked to only include permission data stemming from the company-wide SAP ERP system for permission analyses as the company just recently completed a permission clean-up within this system and thus was able to deliver high-quality permission data. Due to space restrictions in this paper we only focus on the "IT domain" attribute which expresses the company area an employee is assigned to. An employee's IT domain is one of the characteristic attributes deciding about required access privileges. However, it is currently still manually maintained and thus error prone. In summary, 59 distinct attribute 760 values assigned to each of the 19,829 checked identities were provided. Manual data review by IT experts confirmed that all attribute values were syntactically correct (e.g. no typos or spelling mistakes were detected).
Phase II. : During Phase II, we firstly analyzed all other employee attributes regarding their suitability for a correlation analysis regarding the "IT domain" 765 attribute following our proposed approach from Subsection 6.2. The attribute "Employee Group" (revealing the management level of an employee), for instance, is already managed in a semi-automated manner by HR personnel due to its importance for payroll processes and thus suitable. We then automatically created all related classification matrices and attribute value groups for corre-770 lating the "IT domain" attribute of employees with their "Employee Group". This assessment led to a set of 184 conspicuous attribute value groups. Besides correlating employees' master data attributes, we also correlated the "IT domain" attribute with SAP ERP permissions assignments of the employees. This way, we were able to highlight employees which, according to their SAP 775 ERP permissions, are likely member of a different attribute value group (e.g. an employee with access rights typical for the "IT domain" Marketing who is assigned to the "IT domain" Sales). This step resulted in a total of 58 possibly erroneously assigned value groups.
Phase III. : Together with IT experts, we reviewed the identified outliers for 780 six "IT domain" areas. The example matrix for the Sales area is displayed in Figure 9 , highlighting outliers using orange and red coloring depending on the level of significance (in this case 5%). The first column ("Count") lists the total count of members of a value group while the second column ("Name") shows the value of the respective attribute for the "Employee Group" attribute.
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The results show that within the Sales area there is only a small number of attribute values for the IT domain shown in the remaining columns (e.g. PATZ, ExecutiveBoard, ...). Note that the values stated represent the percentage of all value group members assigned to a certain IT domain. IT experts, for instance, confirmed during data cleansing that the attribute value Africa should typically 790 be appearing only within the domain International Operations.
Another example presented in Figure 10 shows the distribution of attribute values of a certain employee group having similar entitlements within the domain International Operations. While additional analyses show, that the orange value (domain PATZ ) is occurring within this employee group rather normally (0.03% 795 within this group vs 0.01% overall, the overall values are not displayed within the result matrix), only 1 out of 88 employees are attributed to the value CFS. After the result interpretation and the exclusion of false positive results by IT experts, we arrived at a final set of 100 suspicious value assignments for the "IT domain" attribute out of the initially identified 184 outliers by the 800 employee attribute correlation and 44 suspicious value assignments out of the initially identified 58 by the permission correlation. In total, 308 employees have been affected by these findings. We argue that manually discovering these errors would not have been possible. Only using automated correlation analysis provided by a tool-based prototype, a focused review by experts and the timely 805 execution of the first three TAQM phases (and hence a structured attribute quality management for the IAM system) for FactComp has been made possible.
FinComp
In our second use case, we supported a company which operates in a highlyregulated environment during the improvement of their already existing IAM 810 system. The organization manages 5.864 employees and 387 IT applications using a centralized IAM tool. Most of the application permissions are still managed manually, resulting in over-privileged employees. The access to buildingand location-specific information managed via Microsoft Active Directory group memberships in specific was identified as error-prone. Reasons are, amongst 815 others, the usage of complex group hierarchies within the Active Directory for handling the distribution of building-related information. As a result, we were asked to analyze the attribute quality of the employee attribute "building" which displays the building an employee is working in. Note, that in the following we only briefly describe each TAQM phase with a focus on highlighting differences 820 and side effects that have not yet been discovered within our previously described use case. Table 10 shows the two important attributes for this use case. Within each phase different techniques to discover wrong attribute values for the "building" attribute are employed.
Phase I. : Personnel and organizational information together with account and 825 permission data from 387 different applications was provided and imported in 
Attribute Attribute Description
City
Defines the city the employee is currently working at. Known to be correct.
Building
Defines the building the employee is currently located. As one building is assigned to exactly one city these two attributes should correlate for each account. Otherwise it would indicate a wrong attribute value. Known that attribute errors may occur. our tool prototype. An initial attribute completeness check for the "building" attribute showed that only 92% of all employees are assigned to an attribute value, leaving 456 employees without a valid attribute value. These data errors (NULL-values) have been directly handed over for data cleansing and are 830 excluded in the remainder.
Phase II. : During Phase II we firstly executed an account correlation with the two attributes above. We aimed at revealing correlations of specific application systems with certain buildings and created groups of employees according to the assignment of a user account within each of the imported IT applications.
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Note that we only considered applications that comprise between 50 and 750 user accounts in total for two reasons: Firstly, widely-used IT applications (such as the Active Directory) cannot be attributed to be only used within specific buildings. Secondly, applications with too few user accounts lead to a high number of false positive results. After a first execution and a subsequent re-
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configuration of the applied thresholds (loop-back cycle of TAQM) we discovered 98 IT applications with conspicuous distributions of user accounts, affecting 587 employees' "building" attribute value.
Besides the account correlation we correlated the employees' "building" attribute with other existing master data attributes (analogous to Table 8 or 845 Section 7.1). We, for instance, correlated the employee attribute "city" (describing the city the respective employee works in) with employees' "building" assignment. This additionally identified three suspicious value groups, affecting the "building" assignment of further three employees out of 5.864 which, looking at the data, work in a building which is not located within the city they work 850 in.
Phase III. : During a detailed visual inspection regarding these results, we were able to discard a total of 409 suspicious employees together with IT experts of the company as false positive results. This resulted in remaining quality issues regarding 123 employees. We, for instance, employed the introduced grid visualization in order to confirm one finding of an employee in Singapore with 5 Grid visualization is a component from the software Nexis Controle Figure 11 : Grid visualization 5 filtered for a small department with colored employees based on their city attribute and having the building attribute value Building GER 2 (screenshot is distorted) a wrong "building" attribute by coloring all employees based on their "city" attribute values.
The prototype displays all five employees having the pseudonymized building attribute value Building GER 2. Note that all other employees not having this 860 specific attribute have been excluded and are not shown. The remaining ones are coloured according to their "city" attribute (see Figure 11 ): The four greencoloured employees (city attribute value Hamburg) positively correlate with the mentioned building value. However, the only blue-colored employee with the city attribute Singapore but also with the building value Building GER 2 has two 865 additional permissions, no other employee is assigned to (bottom right corner of the figure). The permissions' names are anonymized, however, in the original version they were clearly related to an Asian and Singapore region (e.g. calendar for region Asia). Therefore the "city" attribute is correct as the permission is indicating an Asian location while the value for "building" needs to be adjusted.
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One reason for such data quality errors might be inadequately enforced mover processes of employees who changed their work location and only received an update on their "city" attribute without adequately changing their "building" attribute.
AutoComp
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The third use case covers a large, world-wide operating company in the automotive sector with more than 11,000 employees and more than 75,000 system entitlements within one application (see dataset #3 in Table 9 ). Within this use case we want to give an example how to exploit our findings by using the knowledge of experts within Phase IV to cleanse data quality issues.
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The company recently completed an HR-based project to introduce three new employee attributes ("job", "jobgroup", and "jobbox") for assigning access privileges according to employees' jobs within the organization. The project aimed at defining and assigning valid values for those attributes to all employees in a top-down manner, i.e. manually by experts for each department. During this process, departmental managers were asked to provide their employees' job-, jobgroup-, and jobbox assignments based on a predefined list of valid values.
Phase I, II, and III. : After importing the provided data into our data storage we analyzed the attribute filling levels (job (96%), jobgroup (96%), and jobbox (71%)). Despite the fact that the attributes have a logical dependency (i.e. every 890 job is assigned to a specific jobgroup and every jobgroup is assigned to a specific jobbox), they have been maintained in an independent manner. Consequently, we were able to find a total of 67 suspicious attribute value groups, covering 304 user accounts (out of 11,500 accounts) during Phase II. During Phase III, IT expert analysis confirmed these results to a large extent, for instance in a 895 case where all except one employee with the same job value were in the same jobgroup. Phase IV. : In order to cleanse the identified quality issues, our results were provided to responsible staff (e.g. the attribute owner) during Phase IV. We informed responsible IAM managers about the planned data cleansing process 900 together with non-IT experts. In order to maximize user adoption, we used the existing graphical user interface for business experts of Nexis Controle (see Figure 12 ). The software's built-in delegation workflows already offered basic expert review processes which we extended in order to display TAQM results from Phase II and III to non-IT experts.
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By using a simplified graphical user interface to review data quality issues, we foster the integration of organizational knowledge from non-IT staff. Potential stakeholders are departmental managers, attribute owners, entitlement owners, or other experienced employees. During TAQM execution we, for instance, automatically delegate findings from Phase III as review tasks to responsible 910 experts. In the following, we present a simplified example of two exemplary tasks which have been delegated to an attribute owner. Via the graphical user interface he is asked to accept (e.g. cleanse) or decline (e.g. ignore) the attribute quality issues via a simple two-option button design. He can also optionally be allowed to browse the concerned entities for further information or review his previously completed tasks. In this example we asked "Ethan Expert" who is the owner of the attribute "jobgroup" to confirm two identified outliers and change the attribute value to Manager (i.e. a pre-calculated potentially correct value delivered by our employee attribute correlation during Phase II). The two employees were erroneously assigned the value AutoComp Engineering for their 920 "jobgroup". Ethan Expert can, for instance, verify our findings by accepting both of the tasks to change the attribute values to the proposed new ones.
By using TAQM in combination with an expert-oriented simplified graphical user interface, companies are enabled to delegate different attribute quality tasks to non-IT experts. Additionally, expert decisions can be stored centrally for 925 compliance or regulatory requirements. Note that, additionally to the already received positive feedback from the IAM managers, AutoComp currently is in the process of deciding about applying our approach during their next project phase.
Conclusion
930
The complexity and the number of challenges IAM has to tackle in modern companies is constantly rising. ABAC is one of the successors of RBAC and offers enough flexibility to overcome several access management challenges. However, the deployment of ABAC presents challenges itself that have not been addressed sufficiently yet by research. Essentially, a lack of attribute quality can 935 lead to dysfunctional access control decisions and hence the existence of security vulnerabilities. Up to now there is no comprehensive attribute quality model ensuring a continuously high quality of attributes used within ABAC policies. To close this gap, we proposed TAQM, a structured approach for data quality management in IAM environments.
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We initially derived a conceptual model for IAM, compared existing data quality approaches and analyzed their applicability for IAM. Subsequently, we defined TAQM as a process model and developed different tools to support the execution of each phase. In a last step we applied TAQM within three different IAM use cases. We were able to identify attribute value errors prior unnoticed 945 and verify the suspicious quality issues in cooperation with company experts in real life projects.
After successful evaluation in real-world projects, we now plan to extend our research and monitor the long-term performance of TAQM. We want to analyze to which level the overall attribute quality increases over a longer period.
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Additionally, we aim at fine-tuning the various automation tools by integrating automated parameter configuration functionality for an easier application of TAQM. Lastly, we also want to investigate TAQM's extensibility towards other fields. One possibility would be the integration with identity behaviour analysis (e.g. answering questions like "are employees which are behaving similarly assigned to similar attribute values?"). Another option is applying previous expert decisions for an improved verification of anomalies. Past decisions could, for instance, be used to verify identified outliers at run-time in order to increase the detection rate. evaluation in design science research, in: 7th International Conference on Design Science Research in Information Systems, Springer, 2012, pp. 423-438.
